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SALT 11:BASIS FOR BOTH FREEZE AND REDUCTIONS?
While the Administration tries to decide whether to Mr. Brezhnev in Vienna when SALT was completed in

continue to observe the SALT II Treaty, FAS is unearth. June, 1979 5’% a year shrinkage of the limits and
ing and promoting unrecognized virtues of the treaty. suhlimits of SALT II for each year of the SALT II Trea-
The long and short of this Report is that the SALT 11 ty. And President Carter said “we both believed that we
Treaty can be used to achieve, quickly and easily, most might conclude a 50V0 reduction in nuclear arsenals on
of tbe reduction constraints President Reagan asked for both sides even below tbe SALT 11 levels.”
on May 9th and 13tb, and much of the freeze Leonid In the light of this history, it was natural for FAS to
Brezhnev suggested on May 18th. ask, after President Reagan’s reduction plan unfolded,

These two extraordinary facts underscore the great how well his plan could be encompassed by “shrinking
importance of the struggle to maintain SALT IL Will SALT 11” limits. The answer, described in our sup-
the Administration’s determination to remain consistent plemental testimony of May 13 to the Foreign Relatiorra
in denouncing SALT II shape its future policies? Or will Committee, is startling. A 50V0 cut in SALT 11 limits
the world public pressures for arms control lead it to will force botb sides to approximately 850 Immcbers, as
seize these newly announced opportunities? Only time President Reagan asks, and it will lead tbe Soviet Union
will tell. But tbe reader should examine the possibilities to stay below the 5,000 missile warheads indicated,
within with care. The advantages of using SALT II as a which is President Reagan’s desire for botb sides.
basis for future arms control are far in excess of the Moreover, it reduces Soviet land-based missile
value of the Treaty per sef warheads most of tbe way toward the President’s desire

For example, as FAS members know, in late 1978 and to have land-based missile warheads under 2,500. In
early 1979, tbe Federation pioneered in advancing the sum, it produces most of what the President has asked,
notion of shrinking the limits and sublimits of the SALT and does it in an established context that will save years
11 Treaty by a fixed small percentage each year. Our of negotiation.
testimony to tbe General Advisory Committee of the Because of that same context, shrinking SALT H may
Arms Control and D&armament Agency and open letter vitiate many of the objections that underlie Leonid
of December 13, 1978 to the President were foRowed up Brezhnev’s rejection of it. The FAS observation bas
by detailed briefings of highly placed military officials already been adopted as a recommendation by former
on the effects of these reductions. Secretary of State Edmund Muskie. (See page 12)

On May 6 of this year, President Carter revealed in a This successful and provocative analysis led us to ask,
Stockholm interview that he had made our proposal to (Continued on page 2)

HOW MUCH FURTHER TO A Treaty contains agreed methods for monitoring the

REAL FREEZE?
number of bombers that would be permitted to have cruise
missiles and the average number of cruise missiles on each

The purpose of this Report is to catalyze thinking in such bomber (28).
both superpowers about the simplest way of moving The main difficulty would be the argument that, in the
toward their avowed goals; with that in mind, we have not absence of cruise missiles in large numbers, Soviet air
sought broad agreement “approving” the above plan. defenses would grow to undermine the effectiveness of
While it is derivative of ideas we have championed in the U.S. bombers. In fact, these arguments can be countered
past, and none would object were it achieved, it most cer- in two quite fundamental ways.

tainly is not the general halt to the arms race which we also In the first place, no one can be sure that Soviet air

seek. How far indeed is it from such a halt? defenses will work against our bomber penetration tactics
The SALT II limits permit each side, within those limits, and, accordingly, the deterrent effect of our bombers is

to shift its force-miv thus each side can, for example, buy assured.
cruise-missiles on bombers at the expense of land- and sea- Second, calculations concerning themselves with these
based MIRVed missiles and can move its land-based force matters normally overlook the fact that U.S. retaliatory
to sea. Thus the first and most important addition to missiles will pave the way for the later-arriving U.S.
agreements of the above kind would be to radically reduce bombers; the notion that Soviet air defenses will be work.
the number of bombers permitted to carry the cruise ing effectively in a nuclear war environment is pretty far-
missiles allowed under the SALT H treaty. There appears fetched.

to be no immediate technical problem in doing so since the (Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 1)
after Brezhnev’s cull for an interim freeze, whether the
SALT II Treaty could he used not only as a base fol
reductions but also se a base for the freeze. The answel
is stsrtfingly simple if the SALT H limits and subfimitf
are reduced to the level in being of each side’s fOrces,
this would not only produce a quite workable interim
freeze, with established limits, definitions, and rules fm
replacement, but it seems sfso to provide every bit as

nuch freeze as can be adopted without negotiation,
iz., <‘the day the talks begiu” in Mr. Brezhnev’s ter-
minology. Thus SALT 11 can be used to get about sc
finch’ ‘instant” freeze as the two sides are able to define
md agree upon with detailed talks. (For example,
eaders wifl recall that tbe popular Kennedy-Hatfield
‘reeze resolution calls for immediate discussion of
‘when and how” to secure a comprehensive freeze on
moduction, testing and deployment, but makes no pro-
,ision for an interim freeze while talks are in progress.)

There is still more to be said! And it could cut tbe
;ordian knot. The Administration’s given reason for
,efusing a freeze is that any freem would undermine
loviet interest in those particular reductions which the
administration seeks. If, therefore, agreement in princi-
>Ie could be reached on botb sides on the shrinkage of
$ALT II—both as the means of reduction and with the
:oals such reduction involves—then the Administration
:ould forego its weapons buildup and accept the interim
ireeze while details arc worked out. The freeze should
nclude the elimination of each side’s option for a new
ight ICBM. But this loss of MX would be balanced by
the elimination also of 150 Soviet heavy missiles—vie.
tires of the 50q0 cut in subfimits.

Accordingly, we urge both sides tu consider reaching
igreement in principle, simultaneously, on a SAL T 11.
based interim freeze and on a SALT II-based 50V0
reduction. The Reagan reductions, and the Brezhnev
freeze, can both be encompassed through simple adjust
ment of the SALT II limits and sublimits. As al!
negotiators know, future agreements are invariabl]
more easily attained when based on past ones. SALT 11

is the ever-more-obvious fulcrum for both an interim
freeze and sharp reductions. SALT II was criticized dur
ing the 1979 SALT debate as scaffolding built aroum
the arms race so as to have only nominal effects on on
going programs. But if SALT II limits are reduced t{
force levels in being, so as to provide an interim freeze
and if these fimits are shrunk, so as to provide reduc
tions, thk scaffolding will begin to quickly cut th,
building down to size and prove its real worth

Needless to say, even tbe above combination of pro
posals will only begin tbe process we need and, indeed
they will constitute, together, much less than a rea
freeze. For example, bombers with cruise missiles wil
open a new arm of the arms race and submarine missil
modernization will be a problem. But from this nev
base of agreement on reduction and rudimentary freeze
both sides could begin, at least, to negotiate still furthe
coUateral constraints. Tbia is one esay way to begin agaia
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Land- & Sea-
Land- Land. & Sea- Based MIRVed Total
Based Based missiles & bombers Strategic

He,”” MIRVed MIRVed with cruise Delivery
Mkil&Mis.$k Missiles Missiles Vehicle,

ExistinE
Limits 308 820 12(M 1320 2250

APPIOX.
50% cut 150 410 61XI WI 1125

Clearly there is no sublimit mandating equal ballistic
missile ceilings of 850 but, equally clearly, the reduction is

roughly appropriate, leaving room on each side for 275
strategic bombers. (The U.S. presently counts about 320
such bombers and the Soviet Union 150 such bombers.)
Therefore our first observation is:

I. A 50~0 reduction in SALT II limits would nicely
accommodate equal levels of missile launchers at the

level of 850, as desired by the President. Indeed, such a
cut would, in any case, leave the two sides with numbers

of missile launchers that were quite close, and whose
differences were compensated for by differences in
numbers of strategic bombers maintained.
Even assuming that the Soviet Union did not procure a

new strategic bomber and kept only its 150 strategic

bombers, it would maintain, under this 50% cut, only 975
ballistic missile launchers. This is onIy a 15% increase over
the 850 desired by the President and would be, in any caae,
compensated for by the greater number of U.S. bombers
that could fit under the 1125 limit (on bombers plus
missiles combined). It should be easy to negotiate any
greater parallelism of forces than thk, if necessary, and it
is quite uncleaf why it should be nccessar y! At worst, the

U.S. could build up to 975 strategic missiles and cut down

our bomber force to 150 if we felt so strongly that the
forces had to be equal.

Next, consider the question of the one-third cut in
missile warheads desired by the President. In a footnote
below, we calculate the number of warheads, using SALT
II counting rules, that might be eliminated from current
levels if this reduction took place tomorrow. These include
1,IXKI warheads from heavy missiles, 840 warheads from

SS-19s (40) and SS-17s (150) and 935 warheads from
single-warheaded missiles. Thk totals 3,275 warheads and
exceeds one-third of current Soviet ballistic missile
warheads, which the Administration describes as being
7,500 in number according to estimates and 9,0011 in

number according to SALT counting rules.
Needless to say, Soviet missile warhead numbers are

growing and can grow fnrther under SALT 11 limits.

Under some abstract but totally implausible situations,
they could grow to more than 12,000 warheads (e.g., if all
land-based missiles were turned in for sea-based missiles
and given the top warhead-per-missile limit permitted of
14).

Accordingly, the two sides wonld need to negotiate cer-
tain side conditions to ensure that, under SALT II reduced

limits, these reductions from current numbers were not
offset by permitted improvements. What would these con-

dhions look like on the Soviet side?

The Soviet Union has the right, under SALT II, to build

a single new (light) ICBM, which is to say, an ICBM
smaller or equal in throw-weight and launch-weight to that

of the SS- 19; thk missile can have up to 10 warheads. It
has often been both rumored and presumed that the Soviet

Union would use this option to produce a new single-
warheaded ICBM to replace the SS- 11. If this rumor were

correct—or if this decision not to use the option for a
MIRVed missile were mandated—then the reduced Soviet
force would turn out to be below the 5,000-warhead limit

desired by President Reagan, assuming that the Soviet sub-
marine MIRVed missiles averaged less than 8 warheads
each, as seems wholly likely.

In sum, in that case, the Soviet force would look like
this:

Launchers

150 heavy missiles with 10 warheads each

260 SS- 19s with 6 warheads each

190 submarine-launched missiles with up

to 8 warheads each*

375 SS-11s or other single-warheaded

missiles

150 bombers

1125 missile and bomber launchers

satisfying all of the SALT II

reduced limits

Missile

Warheads

= 1 ,5&3

= 1,560

= 1,s20

375
0

4,955

The Soviet agreement to limit its option for a new light
ICBM to an unMIRVed one could come about in these

ways:
1) It could be planning to do so anyway;

2) It could be willing to do so for other generaJ reasons;
3) It could agree to give up any new missile if the U.S.

gave up its option for a new missile (MX), which the U.S.
might well do since it is unsure how to base the MX! (Op-
tion 3 was proposed by SALT II negotiator Paul C.
Warnke in his April 14, 1982 National Press Club speech.)

Other alternatives which would permit the Soviet force

to stay below the 5,000-warhead required limit include:
1) The new ICBM would be MIRVed but, aa a replace-

ment for the SS- 19, might have no more than the six
warheads of that missile—not using the full 10-warhead

quota available, a quota designed to cover the original
U.S. MX design.

2) The two sides could agree to reduce the 10-warhead

quota to, for example, eight; indeed, the U.S. is planning

on eight, rather than ten, warheads on its new light missile

(MX) according to recent reports. In this case, Soviet
submarine-launched MIRVed missiles could still average
five to six warheads while maintaining a Soviet force of ap-
proximately 5,000 warheads.

*R is unlikely that the Soviet submaine-launched force would utilize the

14-warhead limit wsgotiated i. SALT (the limit was set at 14 to accom-
modate our Poseidon) since no submarine-launched missile tests have

bee” announced thm far with more than seven warheads.
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overall number of strategic delivery vehicles above the
present 2020.

Under the SALT II-based freeze, the Soviet Union’s

situation would look something like this:
308 760-820 lmo lcca 2502

In short, the Soviet Union: could not increase its heavy
missiles; could not increase its MIRVed ICBMS by much
more than completing the construction of those started (it

is already nenr the 820 ceiling); could not continue MIRV-
ing its sub-launched force unless it dismantled some land-
based MIRVed missiles; could not begin to put air-
launched cruise missiles on bombers (it is not ready to do

thk); and would have to make reductions in its overall
strategic delivery vehicles to get it down to the SALT limit
of 2250 (unless it negotiated this freeze-in-being to permit
it to halt at that level, 2400-2500, where it is presently—this
could turn onwhetherthe U.S. ratified SALT II!)

The SALT II-based freeze shorddbe defined to prevent

each side from buildlng the one new ICBM permitted
under SALT II. For the U. S., this is the MX missile. MX
would not be deployed, in any case, forthe period of the

freeze if that freeze were a two- to three-yea interim freeze.
And the U.S. is quite unsure where to base it and may
have to forego h anyway. The precluding of the new light
Soviet ICBM would also simplify the subsequent negotia-

tions for reductions. Inprirrciple, afreeze should not per-
mit new missiles except, at best, asreplacements and these
are not mere replacements, on either side.

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE INTERIM
FREEZE AND SUBSEQUENT REDUCTIONS

The annual reductions in SALT II limits would, presum-
ably, be from theoriginal common limits of the SALTH
Treaty (308, 820, 12CKI, 1320, 2250)—rather thmr as
percentage reductions from those truncated SALT-
category limits-in-being that define the interim freeze.
Each side would anticipate these reductions as they would

occur over time and factor them into its planning. Inpsr-
ticrdar, it would recognize that certain missiles were
necessarily going to be dismantled and it could, if it
wanted, dismantle them earlier so as to accommodate

earlier procurement in those categories which it was not
ready to discontinue.

For example, 50L70 cuts in the MIRVed land-based

missile quota to 410 would mean only eventual reductions

in the 550-missile Minuteman 111 force. (There would be
no immediate necessity to reduce land-based MIRVed
missiles until the 820 limit was reduced by a third to the 550
level and below which would take a few years.) But the Ad-
ministration could reduce Minuteman HI missiles now so
as to continue putting air-launched cruise missiles on

bombers.
What this shows is the synergism for force planning that

results from having the freeze limits, and the eventual
reduction limits, based on the same categories. Even
though the freeze limits and the SALT 11 limits would be

different, they are based on the same categories (heavy
missiles, MIRVed land-based missiles, MIRVed land. and
sea-based missiles, etc.). As a result the freedom-to-mix

rights under the freeze, and the freedom-to-mix rights

under the ever-shrinking SALT H limits, would be highly
compatible. This will immensely encourage agreement in

the two defense ministries.

EFFECTS OF THE COMBINATION OF
SALT II-BASED FREEZE AND REDUCTION
PROPOSAL: U.S. and Soviet Union agree to freeze their
SAL TII category force levels at the SALT II levels already
achieved when the talks begin and to proceed, thereafter,
to reduce the original SALT II limits by 51)V0over aperiod i
of 7 years. As part of the freeze, each agrees to forego its
option for a new light ICBA4 and to limit future ‘$
submarine-based &lIR V warheads to 8 rather than 14.

As indicated on page 4, the Soviet force under these

condhions would include 975 missiles and 150 bombers for
a total of 1125 launchers. It would have about 3 ,50!3
warheads on land arising from 150 heavy missiles with ten

warheads each, 260 SS-19s with six warheads each, and 375
SS-11s with one warhead each. It would have 193

submarine-launched missiles on some dozen submarines
with 1520 warheads.

The Soviet force would continue to be much more than

twice as large on land as it was on sea. But under the
SALT limits—since land-based MIR1’ed missiles are
within each of tbe larger categories—land-based MIRVed
missiles can be phased out in favor of sea-based MIRV.
Thus the Soviet Union could build more submarines and
reduce its missiles on land.

The U.S. would have, at the end of the agreement, a
force that could take various forms. The 50~o reduced

SALT H limits would be, again:
150 410 6C0 660 1125

Very likely, the U.S. would continue to press for about 120

strategic bombers with cruise missiles; these would carry
an average of 28 cruise missiles each for 3,360 warheads.
Having given up MX, the U.S. would maximize its
warhead quota by using its MIRVed missile limit of 600

land- and sea-based MIRV on submarines (where 8
warheads sre permitted rather than the 3 warheads on the
most heavily MIRVed Minuteman 111 land-based missile).
Accordingly, it would probably end up with 540 sea-based
missiles, all of which were MIRVed, and no MIRVed !1
missiles on land. But this does not have to be followed
religiously. ii

Mksile Warheads

Warheads or Bombs

O heavy missiles o 0

0 MIRVED land-based missiles o 0

540 sea-based MIRV with 8 warheads 4320 4320

120 bombers with 28 cruise missiles o 3360

310 Minuteman 11 missiles with one 310 310

warhead

155 bombers with bombs o ?

1125 stmtegic delivery vehicles 4630 9030+

(Satisfying all SALT 11

limits 50% reduced)

Thus, the new “50170 reduced” force would meet the

President’s limit of 5.000 missile warheads and his cut to
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Alton Frye: Permit Modernization at the
Price of Reductions

Under the Frye Plan, “for each new, more survivable

strategic weapon deployed by either side, it should

eliminate two older, less stabilizing weapons. In short, the
price of modernization would be reductions. ” Each side
would be free to eliminate what it wished. The process

“should aim broadly for agreed, equal levels; an interim
target of about 6,001J warheads on a side would be
reasonable. ” Put forward as a <‘lurking consensus” be-

tween the Kennedy-Hatfield desire to freeze now, and
reduce subsequently, and the Jackson-Warner proposal to
“reduce to equal levels” first, it has not yet spelled out

how the reduction rule and the goal of “agreed equal
levels” are meshed or what would happen when the interim

target was reached.

The Gore Proposal: Counter force Freeze, De-MIRV
and Reduce

Congressman Albert Gore’s proposal would begin with

a “negotiator’s pause” or selective freeze on any additions
to the counter force inventory of either side, or to im-
provements to counter force weapons currently deployed.

This would be followed by negotiations for reductions in
the remaining counter force weapons on both sides. In

return for the substantially larger reductions on the Soviet
side, the U.S. would forego deploying the MXorthe Tri-
dent II(D-5) missile. Asthe MIRVedland-ba.sed missiles
were eliminated, a new ICBM carrying just one warhead
would be substituted.

In sum, the Gore proposal is really a proposal to repeal
the advent of MIRV on land-based missiles and to return

to the pre-MIRV period with a single-warheaded missile
replacing allland-based MIRVed ones. Inthe process large
reductions in warheads would occur, though not in
missiles. Subsequent reductions, it is argued, could take
place in an atmosphere improved by the elimination of
counter force threats.

Kennedy-Hat field Joint Resolution On
Nuclear Weapons Freeze and Reductions

That (l)as an immediate strategic arms control objec-

tive, the United States andthe Soviet Union should—
(a) pursue acomplete halt tothenuclew arms race;
(b) decide when and how to achieve a mutual and

verifiable freeze on the testing, production, and further
deployment of nuclear warheads, missiles, and other

delivery systems; and
(c) givespecial attention todestabilizing weapons whose

deployment would make such a freeze more difficult to
achieve.

(2) Proceeding from this freeze, the United Statesmd

the Soviet Union should pursue major, mutual, andveri-
fiablereductions in nuclear warheads, missiles, and other
delivery systems, through annual percentages or equally ef-
fcctive means, inamanner that enhances stability.

WILL START STOP THE
NUCLEAR ARMS RACE?

In the absence of some kind of context for the Reagan

Plan, START will do little to stop the nuclear arms race. In
support of this preposition, one may observe the follow-
ing:

(1) The proposal concerns only a one-third reduction in

long-range ballistic missile warheads, and 850 aa a common
ceiling for both sides has been suggested for missile laun-
chers. It does not address, and thus will not constrain,

types of ballistic missiles or warheads, bombers, and long-
range air-launched cruise missiles. START would thus
allow this and future administrations to recoup any reduc-

tions in ballistic missile warheads by proceeding with the
deployment of up to 5000 cruise missiles on 240 B-52G/H
bombers and 100 B-1 bombers (the proposal will also allow
the continued development and eventual deployment of

the “Stealth” bomber). Since long-range nuclear-armed
cruise missiles are not mentioned in the President’s
START proposal, it would appear that he intends to use

the threat of their unconstrained deployment as a lever to
induce the Soviets to accept the less-than-equitable reduc-

tions in land-based ICBM warheads which he contends are

essential for “stab]lity.” In return, the U.S. will offer as-

yet-undkclosed restraints on cruise missiles. This is similar
to the strategy pursued by President Carter in March 1977
when he tried to squeeze the Soviets with the Hobson’s

choice of either the Vladivostok Agreement wi~hout cruise
limitations or heavy missile “Deep Cuts” with cruise con-

straints. Predictably, the Soviets rej cctcd both and are
likely to do the same this time around. At the very least,

such pressure tactics will complicate and protract the nego-
tiations. Although considerably behind the U.S. in cruise
missile technology, the Soviets ultimately can be expected
similarly to exploit this loophole in the START proposal if
it is allowed to remain open.

(2) The proposal does not address nuclear-armed sea-
launched cruise missiles (SLCMS), nor does it address the
modernization or reduction of some 17,000 nuclear
weapons which can be deployed on a wide variety of

shorter-range torpedoes, air defense missiles, depth
charges, anti-submarine rockets, battlefield missiles, a-
tillery, and gravity bombs. The proliferation nf warheads
for this “tactical” dimension of the arms race would be

allowed to continue, and indeed might be given increased
impetus, under the President’s narrowly construed “reduc-

tions” program.
(3) The reduction in land-based ICBM warheads to no

more than 2500 poses no problem for the United States, as

the 25Vo of its nuclear deterrent force carried by ICBMS is
already 450 warheads below the proposed ceiling. The

Soviet Union, on the other hand, is some 3000 warheads
above it, the consequence of deploying some 70’370of its
nuclear deterrent on ICBMS, and thus will have to scrap

some 300 to 1109 missiles. Reagan’s START proposal will
easily accommodate the planned modernization of the

U.S. ICBM force by allowing the replacement of 2150 ex-

isting warheads with up to 2500 even-more-accurate high-
yield “silo-killiug” warheads such as the 6LXI-kiloton Ad-
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CUTTING OFF THE PRODUCTION OF
FISSILE MATERIAL FOR

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
HaroldA. FeivesonandFrank von Hippei

Center for Energy and Environmental Studies
Princeton, University

the United States would be prepared to work out, with
other nations, suitable and safeguarded arrangements so
that future production of fissionable materials anywhere in
the world would no longer be ured to increase the
stockpiles of explasive weapons. ‘

—President Eisenhower in letter to
Premier Bulganin, March 1, 1956

Current Stockpiles and Prodrrction Rates
In 1956, when Eisenhower first proposed a freeze in the

production by the superpowers of fissile materials for
nuclear weapons (plutonium and highly enriched

uranium), U.S. stockpiles of these materials and of nuclear
warheads were on the order of one-tenth their current size.

Today, based on the statements of government officials,
one can estimate that the U.S. has approximately 25,000

nuclear warheads. And, based on the history of AEC
uranium purchases, enrichment capacity and radioactive
waste generation, one can estimate that the U.S. inventory

of weapon-grade fissile material—both inside and outside
of nuclear warheads—is several hundred metric tonnes of
highly enriched uranium and about one hundred tonnes of
plutonium. As far as we know, the order of magnitude of
the corresponding inventories in the Soviet Union is com-
parable.

These are enormous inventories of fissile material—even

without the amplification of the explosive power of
nuclear weapons which was introduced with the develop-
ment of thermonuclear weapons. The Xl-kiloton Nagasaki
bomb contained only 6 kilotons of plutonium. The U.S.
stockpile of weapon-grade plutonium is therefore suf-
ficient for the production of about 15,000 Nagasa!&ype

bombs—equal to more than half the number of nuclear
weapons in the U.S. stockpile. If one adds 500 tonnes of
highly enriched uranium and assumes that all this heavy
metal could be fissioned with 30 percent efficiency (the ef-
ficiency of the Nagasaki bomb was 20 percent) the total fis-

sion yield would be about 3000 megatons—equal to about
one-third the total estimated yield of the U.S. stockpile.

The U.S. stockpile of nuclear warheads reached its peak

in 1967. Since that time obsolete warheads have been
retired about as fast as new ones have been produced (on

the order of 1000 per year), and their fissile material has
been recycled. As a result the demand for the production
of new fissile material felJ dramatically in the mid-1960’s.
The U. S., therefore, stopped production of highly en-
riched uranium for nuclear weapons purposes in 1964 and

shut down between 1964 and 1971 ten of the fourteen plu-
tonium production reactors located at the Department of
Energy’s facilities at SavannaJr River, South Carolina and

at Richland, Washington. Of the four operating produc-
tion reactors, only the three at Savannah River have been
producing “weapon-grade”* plutonium in recent year—

and those not at full capacity. Their combined average
production rate has been only about 1.5 tonnes of

plutonium per year. The Department of Energy (DOE) is
currently undertaking a program to almost triple this rate
of weapon-grade plutonium production by the mid-1980’s.

Rationale for a Production Cutoff
Although a complete cutoff in the production of fissile

materials for weapons would not by itself stop the produc-
tion of higher-yield, and even a somewhat increased
number of, nuclear warheads, it would at least put an upper
limit on the total number of warheads which the super-

powers could produce. It would certainly be an essentiaJ
part of any wider agreement to freeze nuclear weapons
production. By undertaking to halt fissile material produc-

tion for weapons and to accept the necessary safeguards on
their peaceful nuclear programs, the superpowers would

also be removing one of the long-standing inequities bet-
ween the nuclear weapons and non-nuclear weapons

signatories of the Non-proliferation Treaty and they
would place pressure on critical “threshold” states such as

Argentina, Brazil, India, Israei, Pakistan, and South
Africa to accept such restrictions as well.

Verification of a Cutoff
It appears likely that, while verification of a fissile

material production cutoff could not be perfect, the uncer-
tainties involved could be reduced to levels which are small
relative to the sizes of the already existing stockpiles.

There are four principal weas of concern:
● The safeguarding of the huge amounts of weapons-

usable materials which would continue to build up in the
civilian nuclear energy systems of the superpowers;

e The assurance that shut-down military production

facilities really were shut down;
. The assurance that no clandestine production facilities

of significant sizes were in operation; and
● The assurance that plants producing highly enriched

uranium for naval nuclear reactors and producing replace-
ment tritium required for the maintenance of existing

Frank von Hippel

*Any mixture of plutonium isotopes can be used to make a nuclear ex-

plosive. Weapons designers, however, prefer relatively Pure

plutonium-239 with an admixture of less than 1 percent plutonium-240.
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Nevertheless, to deal with this argument, we shall need
creative ideas about how to limit certain features of Soviet

bomber defenses.

The second most important loophole in the SALT II
provisions was the absence of any limitation on submarine-
launched missiles except for the (fractionation) limit on
numbers of warheads (14). Thus these sub-launched
missiles can be modernized and increased in size without
limit. The U.S. Trident II missile will use this freedom and
achieve silo-killing accuracy. Soviet missiles will be moving
in thk direction also. The SALT II Treaty does, however,

evidence the fact that the U.S. monitors the test-firing of

missiles. Thus there is probably no verification reason why
an agreement could not be reached to preclude the testing
of any new submarine-launched missile. Thk would con-
trol the counterforce capability of the sea-based force but,
at the same time, might limit such improvements in its sur-
vivability as longer-range on those missiles. Accordingly,
the two sides might want to have a flat ban on new sea-

based missiles for a limited period of years while they
discussed the longer run.

In the context of even the kind of agreement sketched in
the editorial, deployment of cruise missiles and Pershings
would probably be halted. In that context, Soviet will-

ingness to halt and reduce SS-20s somewhat would pro-
bably lead Western Europeans to reject buildups of cruise
and Pershing missiles.

For the freeze rubric, this leaves such issues as produc-
tion of warheads (for sea-launched cruise missiles, tactical

nuclear weapons, etc.) to be controlled by cutoffs of fis-
sionable material and, less likely, by limitson fabrication
of warheads. It Ieavesout production of strategic missiles
(not to speak of even-harder-to-control tactical missiles)
since it limits only dep[oymerzt. Also dual capable air-
craft. sometimes listed in freeze reeimes. would not be
touched bytheabove,—JJS. -
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SHRINK SALT H BY 50V0
ESPOUSED BY MUSKIE

“l believe there is a way to realize the President’s
“phase one” goals for warhead and missile reductions
in the span of a three-year negotiation, rather than a
negotiation stretching over man y years. This approach
requires not starting from scratch, but reducing within
the framework provided by SALT 11.

The “Joint Statement of Principles and Basic
Guidelines for Subsequent Negotiations on the Limita-
tions of Strategic Arms’ ‘—which accompanied SALT II
and was agreed to by both the United States and the
Soviet Union—called for a prompt third round of talks
to bring about a “significant and substantial reduction
in the number of strategic arms” on both sides.

My idea, in general terms, is to pursue in annual
reductions, over 5-10 years, an overall reduction of 50
percent in the SALT II limits and sublimits. This will
lead the Soviet Union, with such additional constraints
as may be required, to make both the one-third cut in
ballistic missile warheads and the approximate 50 per-
cent cut in ballistic missiles which the President has ad-
vocated

It is true that the SALT H treaty does not directly
constrain either warheads or ballistic missiles per se, but
instead restricts such things as MIRVED missiles,
strategic launchers, and heavy missiles. But, in my con-
sidered judgment, a 50 percent cut in the limits and
sublimits of SALT 11 would, indeed, move the Soviet
Union into the ballpark of the Reagan plan—albeit with
some collateral restraints (for example, either no new
light missile or a limit on warheads on a new missile). ”
Former Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, May 21,
1982
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